
Virtual Meeting Topics from 9/20/2020
1> When you arrive at the tournament, pick up an envelope from me. - Tim Tilton, manager

In it will be the paper scorecards we will be using.
All players will keep everyone in their group's score (no scorecard trading).
After the round, player groups will sit at a table and confirm all the numbers.
Each player will sign the card that he kept to attest his score, and turn it in as official.

2> There will be no scoreboard, or gathering place.
After their round, players will go to their car/bus and wait until everyone else is finished.
We will use baumspage or golf genius to communicate results to everyone's phones.

3> It costs $8.00 to attend the Sectional Golf Tournament.  Attendance is limited.
Every spectator must buy their ticket presale from a participating school.
No one can pay at the gate to get in. The gate person will scan prepurchased tickets.
The gate worker will have the player list that you entered into baumspage.
No passes of any kind will be honored.

4> Players must walk from hole to hole (even at Grizzly).  No shuttling allowed.
Coaches will each be given a cart for their use.
Spectator carts can be rented through the clubhouse (until they are gone).

5> Shallow holes, flagsticks in, sand rules, etc. will be covered on the local rules sheet.

Information from OHSAA to tournament managers (Tim Tilton) 

6> Face masks must be worn by spectators & coaches at all times.
Golfers must wear them when not warming up and/or competing.
Spectators are not permitted in the practice areas.

7> Social distancing (6 ft) must be maintained.  Family groups can be closer.

8> No physical contact - handshakes, high fives, etc.

9> Only coaches and workers can access the private scoring area.

10> Flagsticks should be left in the holes at all times.

11> Bunker rakes will not be used.  Player should smooth sand with his foot after hitting
We will play from bunkers, but also will have a local rules for dealing with bad lies.

12> All spectators, regardless of age, will be charged admission of $8.00
All tickets will be sold presale online through the participating schools.
No passes will be permitted for entrance.
Anyone entering the tournament will need an electronic ticket.

13> Entries through baumspage must be completed by one week before the tournament.
Late entries must be approved by OHSAA, and accompanied by a $150 late fee.


